Quantifying appendicular muscle mass in geriatric inpatients: Performance of different single frequency BIA equations in comparison to dual X-ray absorptiometry.
Quantification of skeletal muscle mass is mandatory for diagnosing sarcopenia, a highly prevalent geriatric syndrome. While dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the reference method in a clinical context, bioimpedance analysis (BIA) is more readily applicable on a broad scale. Recently BIA equations for the prediction of appendicular skeletal muscle mass in higher age groups have been published, but data on their performance in geriatric inpatients are lacking. In 144 geriatric inpatients (86 women and 58 men, mean age 80.7 ± 5.6 years) appendicular skeletal muscle mass was predicted by 4 different BIA equations and measured by DXA. Results were compared by linear regression analysis and Bland Altmann plots. The agreement with DXA in classifying subjects to have normal or reduced muscle mass was calculated for the BIA based approaches. The 4 BIA equations showed only minor differences in regression analysis, but major differences in mean error (range -0.98 kg to + 0.19 kg in women and -2.47 kg to -0.58 kg in men). Considering regression parameters and mean error, the equation of Scafoglieri et al. performed best, resulting in an agreement with DXA of more than 83%. Sensitivity to detect subjects with reduced muscle mass was <70% in the whole group for all BIA equations. The BIA equation of Scafoglieri et al. performs best in geriatric inpatients, with more than 83% of subjects classified correctly as having normal or reduced muscle mass compared to DXA. Low sensitivity to detect subjects with reduced muscle mass in geriatric inpatients remains a limitation of BIA.